Light Requirements:

**PLEASE NOTE:**
The canvas is a thin screen of transparent plastic. To avoid eventual reflections of the front lights, which might dazzle the audience, the position of the spots has to be fixed in regard to the respective angle of incidence on the canvas.

![Diagram showing light setup and specifications](image)

- **Stage:** (5,0 x 3,5 m² minimum)
- **Performing Area:**
- **Table and Canvas:**
- **Stage-Boundary Line:**
- **Backlight:**
  - PC 1200 W with shutters
  - Profiler 1000 W
  - 143 LEE-Filtres

**Front 1:**
- Shuttered on canvas

**Front 2:**
- Fuzzy on canvas + performing area
- Fuzzy circle on canvas

If you wish more information, share your comments and suggest alterations please do not hesitate in contacting us.